
 



  

SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOME-WORK (2019 – 20) 

CLASS - 3 
 
 

ENGLISH Q1. Learn and write two rhymes/poems. 
Q2. Do 10 pages in cursive handwriting book. 
Q3. Download & print the given worksheets. Put all the worksheets in a clear bag and 
write your name, class and subject on the bag. 

 

Project Work: (10 marks) 

*Do one - page journal writing once in a week along with date and day. (5 marks) 
*Write a paragraph about your visit to any place with your family during holidays. 

(5 marks) 
NOTE: Project work should be done in ELIP note book. 

EVS 1. Paste 10 pictures of professional players & also write the name of the game they 
play.  
2.Collect and paste different shapes of leaves that are found in your neighbourhood. 
3.Visit an orphanage with your parents and donate something as per your wish. Write 
few lines about your experience and also paste your photograph along with them. 
Project Work (10marks) 

*Collect and paste three pictures each of insects, worms, snails and reptiles. Also label 
them correctly. 
*Make an animal album. Paste pictures of any five animals for each of the following types: 
Animals that live on trees, Animals that have four legs and Animals that possess a tail. 

MATHS 1. Learn tables from 2 to 15 and write from 12 to 15. 
2. Write Roman numbers from 1 to 40 in your note book. 
3. Add yours father’s age in yours mother’s age and subtract your age from the sum. 
Project Work: (10 marks) 

Give an account of colours, symbols and languages on the currency notes of Rs. 10, 20, 
50,100 and 500. 

 

NOTE: Project work should be done on A4 sheets. 

COMPUTER Project Work: Paste any 5 pictures of following:- (5 marks) 
HARDWARE DEVICES 
SOFTWARE DEVICES 



 

Project Work: Write few lines and paste pictures of following:-(5 marks) 

Input devices 

Storage devices 
output devices 
All Computer work should be done in A4 Sheets/ Pastel sheets 

GK 1. Learn and write the States of India and their Capitals. 
 

PROJECT WORK: (10 marks) 

*Paste 5 pictures of different dance forms around the world. (5 marks) 
*Write few lines about the seven wonders of the world and paste their picture also. 

(5 marks) 
 

NOTE: Project work should be done on A4 sheets. 

  

 

  

ART 1. Draw a balloon seller. 
2. Draw sunrise on drawing pad and colour it properly. 
3. Craft: decorate a clay pot with the help of different decorative items. 

 

 

  

HINDI  

 
 

 

 

Note: Submission of holiday’s assignment should be on 1st day of 

re-opening. 


